
Introducing Smart AuTest, the Automated Testing Solution
that allows JDA/Blue Yonder (BY) users to automate their tests
with full control. From stress testing to integration
testing to performance testing, AuTest will
prepare you for anything and everything
that could happen in your warehouse.   

AuTest is an application that frees
JDA/Blue Yonder (BY)  users from 
traditional manual testing, where one 
must create, manage and manipulate 
data after each test run. This application 
automates your JDA/BY testing process 
by allowing you to manage a single test 
or multiple tests in groups.

This application is most helpful for users who 
spend hours testing daily upkeep of their 
warehouse. Testers spend a lot of time to test 
each module individually and then, create and 
manage data each time any module is to be 
tested again.

AuTest simplifies this process for them by 
automating their entire testing process!

AuTest is equipped with the capability to 
efficiently perform stress tests and integration 
tests, giving you the peace of mind before any 
go-live. But it doesn’t stop there, AuTest is also 
prepacked with most tests you will need to make 
sure your warehouse is running smoothly.  



Testers?
what’s in it for

The AuTest Application provides new
opportunities for JDA/BY users.

They can try various tests in a much shorter time than, the 
manual process provided by JDA/BY. Because AuTest 

comes configured with most tests needed for your day to 
day warehouse functionality, your time spent on testing is 

reduced significantly. This application lets you test and 
retest your system efficiently with minimal inputs from 

users and maximum outputs from the system. Testers get 
to spend less time inputting data and more time 

understanding their test results.

Features:

AuTest provides all the features, flexibilities and possibilities of 
testing. The best thing about Autest is that it utilizes JDA/BY 
components and customizations along with the application 
component to create, manage and run automated tests.  

AuTest is capable of running any test scenario whether it is 
on the GUI or RF application. It comes not only with a quick 
and easy way to do stress and integration testing, but 
comes configured with tests for receiving, picking 
put-aways, shipping & much more.  

Benefits:

Frees up time for users
  
Allows for quick JDA/BY solutions 

Comes prepackaged with your day to day tests 
 
Requires fewer people working on the same task
 
Faster client support

Can perform all tests including single, group and stress tests
 
Highly useable & scalable


